Distance Learning
Examples of Practice
from across educational establishments in
Falkirk Council Children’s Services

Emma Hedges. P6 Teacher. Victoria Primary School, Falkirk. @MissHedgesVPS
Many of our families have limited access to devices so as a school we are taking an asynchronous approach to teaching and learning. I post a daily
class information page on Teams which has a visual timetable for the pupils and links to the channels they need for the work for the day. On the
channel for each curricular area the class will see an announcement with their work for the day for that subject. This makes it easier for the pupils to
dip in and out of the work. A few pupils cannot access Teams for various reasons and so I email them the work.
The pupils have the option of posting completed work on Teams or on Seesaw. My class have been using Seesaw daily in class all year so both the
pupils and families are familiar with it. If pupils upload work to Teams I transfer it over to Seesaw. All pupils are provided with their individual
feedback on Seesaw and their parents/carers can also see the feedback.
I have a small class of 22 pupils and so I can easily keep track of engagement by looking at the pupil journals on Seesaw. Seesaw also provides an
overview of how many pieces of work are submitted each day and a weekly summary of which parents/carers have been online to view completed
work.
Pupils have fed back that they enjoy that they can complete and submit their work in a way that suits their individual circumstances. I have also had
positive feedback from parents who have appreciated their child can access the work at their own pace and can also view their feedback.
Each Wednesday we have a midweek catch up call. The class have time to chat and we also take part in an activity such as a quiz. Friday is known as
"Finish Up Friday". This is a day for pupils to complete any work from the week that they did not have time to do. No new learning is posted however I
post ideas for activities such as fort building and nature scavenger hunts.

Fiona Milligan. P5 Teacher. Westquarter Primary School
@MissMilliganP5B
Over the last few weeks, my class have become more confident and are now more independent with navigating
work through Teams. At the start of each week, I supply my children a Home Learning Grid which includes
variety of suggested activities that they can complete over the week. This is to ensure that there isn’t too much
pressure on families at home and so they can complete the suggested tasks at their own pace. I try to keep the
activities as active as possible, so the children aren’t at their computer screens all day. For the written tasks the
children are assigned, the children have been uploading these to their Class Notebooks. This keeps all their
activities together and personal to them. This allows me to give feedback to the children whenever they upload
and takes the pressure off daily deadlines.
We have also been completing activities which are allocated on Active Learn and Education City. For children
who require additional challenge, I will post some extra resources for them to complete (this was based on
feedback from parents).
Everyday, we have a Daily Check in via forms, where the children can confidentially tell me how they are that
day and if there is anything that they need to tell me.
My children really enjoy being able to communicate with their friends and me through Teams and are enjoying
the range of activities to choose from.

* The children are enjoying the opportunity to chat to their friends during ‘Chin Wag’ time
* More children are engaging with the weekly Snack and Chat video call
* The more shy children enjoy sharing their learning through assignments

Weekly Approach

•

•

•

I n line w ith approach being taken
across our learning community,
tasks are uploaded v ia Assignments
tab on Teams w eekly. Fiv e different
curricular areas are cov ered and
tasks can be completed at any
point that w eek.
Additional suggestions such as links
to online opportunities like liv e
lessons, author readings etc are
shared v ia Tw itter daily
Weekly catch up call on a Friday
w ith pupils – pupils get the
opportunity to suggest some
learning opportunities they w ould
like to see the follow ing w eek.

Distance Learning Approaches
Learning and Feedback
•
•
•

Learning uploaded in the form of
screenshots, Microsoft Documents,
photographs, videos etc.
Individual feedback given via
the comments box.
If greater level of detail is required, I
film a short feedback video with
examples and upload to teams,
tagging relevant pupils.

Celebrating Success
•

•

•
•

Children are used to seeing and
discussing each other's work. They take
pride in their work being displayed
throughout our classroom, school and
corridors.
V irtual 'Hall of Fame' channel seeks to
replicate this digitally – children's work is
shared alongside some positive
feedback on a weekly basis.
All children who submit work
represented in some way.
Hall of Fame examples with comments
posted by pupils evidenced below:

Screenshot from pupil feedback
v ideo demonstrating the math
strategy to try next time.

Kathryn Heron – Drumbowie Primary P5-7

@MissHeronTweets

P7 Carmuirs Primary School – Mary Jalland
We aim to make learning flexible, realistic and not overwhelming for families so are offering choice and daily support on
Teams and by Email. We began by offering the choice board, but the Engage, Experience, Empower activity has yielded
better engagement and more enriching learning. How to present work is up to the child and should not require adult
support. It is even possible to do all learning on a phone
Choicealthough
Board we encourage a variety of activities.
Engage, Experience, Empower, Enrich
I set three open ended tasks per week based
on a theme. The Engage task hooks the
children in and gets them thinking. This is
followed up by an Experience task to develop
their learning and an Empower Task to
creatively demonstrate their learning. As an
extension there are extra enrichment tasks.
The children communicate, submit and discuss
their work on their class Team. They are shared
via Wakelet. Here are some examples.
Japan
https://wke.lt/w/s/rLpGr8
Be an Architect
https://wke.lt/w/s/Tbemhk
Why We Do Research
https://wke.lt/w/s/ff6P__

For those able to commit to more learning we also provide a choice board
which links to video lessons across the curriculum. We are making use of
Sumdog, StudyLadder, Buncee and Duolingo.

Seesaw in P2 – Caroline Mein P2 St Mary's Primary
School

• We have been using the Seesaw Family app since
December so it was easy to issue the Home Learning
codes as children were already confident posting
their work in the classroom.
• Really easy to share learning and give feedback. I
have been able to share videos easily to maintain
contact and share challenges that the children have
made.

• Work is stored in individual folders for each child
which can be saved as a record of their progress.

• I am experimenting with using a virtual
Bitmoji classroom using Google Slides. I like the idea
of bringing more of a daily class "feel" and for the
children to discover the learning links each day. This
links really well with Seesaw and can be shared
using a pdf file.
• Each of the images or pictures have a hyperlink
to either a game, video or quiz that the children
can respond to .

Primary 5/4 Kinneil PS
Miss Paterson @MissPatersonKPS
P5/4 make use of our different
class channels to access work, chat
to me, upload finished tasks and
chat to each other.

Learning tasks posted via
announcements 3 times a week,
with challenge days 2 twice a week.

I have created a Kinneil Choir Team
to stay connected with our school
choir. We have regular chats, post
our favourite music and videos of
our previous performances.

Regular updates about
#MicrosoftTeams tasks are posted
to the P5/4 class twitter page.

Each week we film and post virtual
assemblies on our school Facebook
page for our pupils and their
families. The feedback has been
very positive. The link to our
Facebook feed on our school
website is also added to our class
teams pages for all pupils to
access.

Carrongrange High School-Mike McGinley
• Seesaw
• GLOW
• Microsoft Teams
• YouTube
• Facebook
• StuddyLadder
• Sumdog
At Carrongrange High School we primarily
use Sway in order to stay connected with
pupils and assign online work. Staff also
use GLOW for Microsoft Teams to
provide work and access to apps. We also
set up classes in StudyLadder where
classes are assigned activities and given
regular feedback.

Larbert High School
Google Meets

Digital Resources

Google Sites

Using Google Meets to
deliver lessons and
provide opportunity for
pupil/teacher
interaction.

Faculties have created a
variety of digital
resources, such as
YouTube tutorial videos, to
support learning. Check
out this collaboration
below from Expressive
Arts.
https://youtu.be/zLDwRqWve
Y4

Faculties have created their
own websites providing
access to learning materials
and links to interactive tasks.

Google Forms
Google forms have been used
to supplement online
resources and ensure pupils
can articulate their learning
and receive feedback on their
work.

Online Tutorials
Staff have recorded tutorial
videos through screencastify
which have been uploaded to
google classroom.

Distance Learning at St Mungo’s High School
Science Faculty

Distance Learning Tools

Creative Faculty

Using a combination of
video, PDF notes and
Assignments

Digital Learning adapted to suit
distance learning
Creating videos to deliver learning
and using Forms, Teams Posts
and Assignments to check
learning, communicate and
collaborate

Music using a
combination of digital
tools including Sway and
MS Forms

May In-Service Day

Technologies Faculty

Staff delivered 4 online inservice digital sessions via
MS Teams Live Meetings

Computing Science using
Sway with embedded video
and forms to deliver content
and check learning
Business Education using
PPT record to create videos to
share new content

Health & Wellbeing Faculty
Using MS Forms to evaluate
pupil progress

Modern Languages
Faculty
Using Sway and video to
deliver content including
speaking in French & Spanish
Using video to deliver
individual feedback

Maths Faculty
Using video to deliver new
content

Miss Beattie
Primary 7

@DeanburnPS_P7B
Digital Home Learning
• Microsoft Teams set up for all classes, as well as a staff Team and an SLT Team to aid communication
and share resources.
• Daily Tasks set for pupils on Teams and shared through Twitter, following what would be our normal
timetable as much as possible.
• Documents uploaded into Files and screenshots/links shared each morning.
• Communication through Teams chat daily with pupils and different channels set up for different things
– Chat Space, Ask the Teacher.
• New Transition channel set up in conjunction with Bo’ness Academy to share information and allow pupils
to ask questions about the move to S1. Twitter page dedicated to P7 transition.
• Teams Video Meet Calls happen at least once a week, where I do a check in with the children and we
chat about the work set and what other things they have been doing at home. Additional calls scheduled
for specific reasons e.g. to introduce a new numeracy investigation.
• Glow Mail being used by pupils and parents to communicate and share examples of work.
• Children and parents using Teams and Twitter to share and showcase home learning tasks as well as
extra activities.
• Pupils sharing documents completed online through OneDrive.
• Forms used through Teams to check children’s knowledge and gather information.
• Sway embedded through Teams to give examples of learning activities for pupils in PE.
• Online learning sites such as Sumdog, Linguascope and Big Maths used to consolidate knowledge.
• You Tube videos used to help aid learning and as an introduction to new topics.
• Utilising lesson ideas provided through BBC Bitesize where appropriate.
• Pupils continuing to work on achieving their Bronze Award at home through iDEA.
• Home Learning Grids which don’t require access to digital resources issued to pupils each month
through email.
• Home learning packs issued to pupils before school closure with additional resources included.
• List of useful Numeracy and Literacy websites to support learning at home shared with parents.
• Use of Google Forms to allow pupils to complete ‘Escape Rooms’ online linked to learning in class.

Denny High School - Introduction to BSL through weekly
Teams meetings with senior pupils.
Pupil feedback "BSL has been a really fun and refreshing
experience for me – it's helped me significantly under the
current circumstances to have this weekly contact and in a
more social setting than a typical class. Being able to work
through it alongside teachers rather than simply being
instructed has benefitted us all, and being able to set goals and
deadlines collaboratively keeps us all accountable. It's been
such a supportive group and we will soon be able to enter the
year with a new qualification to show for our work, as well as the
ability to communicate with the D/deaf community."
Teacher feedback "Sharing this learning experience with our
pupils has highlighted their maturity as we have learned a
valuable life skill together whilst supporting each other through
uncertain times. It has provided us with more structure to our
week and is something we all look forward to as we miss our
pupils a lot!"

Course Outline: The course contains 10 lessons and covers: Fingerspelling, Numbers, Colours, Deaf Awareness, Introductions, Family,
Relationships, Descriptions, Hobbies, Time, Money, Days, Months, & Seasons, Food & Drink, Emotions, Relationships, Animals, Clothing, and
Conversation. Also specialist vocabulary for education, medical, retail, transportation and home settings.
Assessments: Each lesson ends with an assessment that involves watching short BSL videos and answering questions.
Using these interactive assessments we track our progress.
Certificate: Once we achieve 85% on the assessments for each lesson, and the final assessment, we are awarded a certificate to show that
we have completed the course which is accredited by CPD. We have one lesson left to complete before our final assessment.

